According to the Palm Medicine (PM) 
Introduction
Biometrics based automated personal recognition are investigated extensively in the recent years [1, 2] . Some biometric features, such as the tongue [3, 4] , pulse [5] , iris and palm [6] , etc. also can be used to automatically diagnose diseases (called medical biometrics).
In the theory of palm medicine (PM) [7, 8] , the palm colors, the shapes formed by the palm lines, the mounds and valleys on the palm can indicate some diseases. Especially, some special shapes formed by palm lines can reveal some chronic and malignant diseases, such as cancers. Eight special palm line shapes have been summarized for palm diagnosis [7, 8] : cross-shape ("+"), "*"-shape, "#"-shape, island-shape (" "), triangle-shape (" "), rectangle-shape (" "), " "-shape, circle-shape (" "). Figure 1 shows some examples of these special shapes.
However, these special shapes are described subjectively in PM. For example, the palm doctors define the cross-shape as "the '+' like shape, which is composed of two perpendicular lines, both short or one short line and the other long". This definition is very subjective and confused, such as the term "'+' like", "short" and "long". What is "+"-like? What length is defined as "long" or short? And little palm lines are strictly "perpendicular". Therefore, it is very difficult to use these subjective and confused descriptions to extract the shapes from the palm images. Up to now, we failed to find any literature about automatically recognizing these special shapes for palm diagnosis. As the first attempt, this paper will discuss the automated cross-shape identification in palm images. Because there are some algorithms to convert the greyscale palm images to binary palm line images [9] , we focus on extracting the cross-shapes from the binary palm line images. Figure 2 shows the center part of a palm image and the corresponding palm line image. 
Palm Line Undirected Graph Construction
is a palm line image, in which the values of the points on the palm lines are 1 (white) while the values of other points are 0 (black) (Figure 2 ). Now we construct an undirected graph (called palm line undirected graph, PLUG) ) , ( E V G = to represent the palm line structure, where V and E are the vertex set and the edge set respectively. The algorithm to converting the palm line image L to the PLUG G is described as below:
1) For each white point ) , ( y x in L , count the number of its neighbour white points, denoted as )
The vertex set V is constructed as following:
If the curvature of the palm line between two vertices is large, the point with the maximum curvature is regarded as a new vertex and added into V . And if the distance of two vertices 
Cross-shape Recognition
We recognize the cross-shape recognition in the PLUG. According to the description of the cross-shape in PM, a cross-shape must be formed at a vertex and its degree should greater than 2. And the length of the palm lines formed the shape, the angle formed by these palm lines and the characteristics of the neighbour vertices should satisfy some conditions for a cross-shape. Consequently, we define and investigate the following four types of features for cross-shape recognition: degree feature, length feature, angle feature and the neighbour vertices feature.
Let U be a collection of all vertices with degree greater than 2. We define a fuzzy set F in U as below:
where v is a vertex with degree greater than 2 and ) (v µ is its membership function in F , which is defined as below: 
Degree Feature
The cross-shape is formed by two intersecting palm lines. Therefore, the degree of the vertex (degree feature), at which a shape is formed, should be considered when deciding the type of the shape. Obviously, when the degree feature is 4, the component 1 v should be the maximum. Therefore, we can define the component )
where N is the degree of v .
Length Feature
The two palm lines formed a cross-shape are both short or one short and the other long. Therefore, we should consider the length of the palm lines forming this shape (length feature). When two palm lines intersect at v and one of them is short, the component ) 
be the maximum four lengths and the topology of these four edges are shown in Figure 4 (c) . In this case, let 5 L be the fifth maximum length. Now we define ) ( 2 v µ as the following equations: 
Angle Feature
As the description in PM, the cross-shape is "+"-like shape, which is formed by two perpendicular lines. That is, the angles formed by the adjacent edges of the vertex (angle feature) should be near 2 / π . The angles formed at vertex v are shown in Figure 5 .
are the edges with the maximum four lengths ( Figure 5 (c) ). Then we define 3 µ as the following equations:
Neighbour Vertices Feature
According to the theory of PM, a cross-shape has better not connect with other shapes. In other words, the palm lines which formed this shape are expected not to intersect with other lines in the palm. That is, the neighbour vertices of v are expected to be produced by endpoints of palm lines. Therefore, we should consider the neighbour vertices (neighbour vertices feature). Obviously, if the degree of a neighbour vertex is 1, it means that this neighbour vertex is produced by an endpoint of a palm line. Hence, we can define 4 µ as below:
where 1 N is the number of the neighbour vertices with degree 1. 
Process of Cross-shape Extraction
The entire process of cross-shape extraction is given as below:
1) Use the algorithm presented in [9] to convert the greyscale palm images to binary palm line images; 2) Construct the PLUG according to the palm line image; 3) For each vertex v with degree greater than 2, use Eq.
of a vertex is greater than a threshold, a cross-shape is extracted at this vertex (in this paper, the threshold is chosen as 0.5).
Experimental Results
We employed the PolyU Palmprint Database to test our approach. This database contains 600 grayscale images captured from 100 different palms by a CCD-based device, 6 samples from each palm. The size of the images in the database is 384 by 284. For simplification, the central 128 by 128 part of the image was cropped, by using the preprocessing technique described in [10] , to extract the cross-shapes. All cross-shapes in these images are labelled by palm diagnosis experts. About 90% cross-shapes have been correctly recognized and about 2% other shapes have been incorrectly recognized as the cross-shapes. Most of the errors are resulted from the errors of palm line extraction. Figure 6 shows some the experimental results. (a) is a palm line image in which all vertices with degree greater than 2 are labelled. (b) is the PLUG of the palm line image in (a) and (c) is the result of the cross-shape recognition, in which the extracted cross-shapes are circled. Table  1 lists the values of   4  3 
Conclusion and Future Work
Palm medicine is a convenient technique for disease diagnosis. As the first attempt to recognize shapes for palm diagnosis, we proposed an approach to identify the cross-shapes. According to the description of the crossshape in PM, four classes features have been considered in the proposed approach: degree feature, length feature, angle feature and neighbour vertices feature. A fuzzy set and its membership function have been defined according to these features. The experimental results show that the propose approach can detect the cross-shape effectively.
In the future, we will investigate other special shape (such as the "*"-like shape and the island shape, etc) detection using the PLUG.
